


What is FDT® Technology?
The FDT Group AISBL is an international non-profit corporation con-
sisting of leading worldwide member companies active in industrial 
automation and manufacturing. The major purpose of the FDT Group 
is to provide an open standard for enterprise-wide network and asset 
integration, innovating the way automation architectures connect 
and communicate sensor to cloud for the process, hybrid and factory 
automation markets. FDT technology benefits both manufacturers 
and end users, with advancements such as the Industrial Internet 
of Things (IIoT) and Industry 4.0 delivered out-of-the-box – enabling 
modernized asset integration and access to performance data for vi-
sualizing crucial operational problems. Around the world, end users, 
manufacturers, universities, and research organizations are work-
ing together to develop the technology; provide development tools, 
support, and training; coordinate field trials and demonstrations; and 
enable product interoperability. 

FDT has long focused on bringing plants, people and data together.  
With the new Fourth Industrial Revolution era now here, FDT has 
strengthened its standard focused on empowering the intelligent 
enterprise with the release of the new FDT IIoT Server™ (FITS™) 
platform.  The enhanced solution transforms the standard into an 
information exchange architecture.  Empowering innovative busi-
ness models, FITS features a solid ecosystem of solutions (FDT Server, 
FDT Desktop, FDT DTM and FDT App) supporting IIoT and Industry 
4.0 applications.  Built from the ground up with an operating sys-
tem agnostic environment and a comprehensive security solution, a 
FITS enabled environment boasts OPC UA integration, mobile device 
management and a new FDThub™ DTM repository.  Designed to be 
flexibly integrated, the architecture is deployable in the cloud, on-
premise, edge or desktop environment supporting FDT’s heritage and 
future as the open, standardized, platform independent architecture 
for universal device integration and asset management.
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Editorial: FDT 3.0 Standard and Development 
Tools Now Available
New features demonstrate the FDT integration advantage

I want to start this month’s editorial off by thanking all the first 
responders and health care professionals who are working on the 

front lines during this pandemic. It is times like these where we can 
see the best in humanity; people working selflessly and tirelessly 
to help others. I also want to thank the people who work in manu-
facturing, the supply chain and the pharmacies and grocery stores 
to keep critical goods stocked on the shelves. The work behind the 
scenes may not be as visible, but it is just as critical and important to 
all of us. The other trait of humanity that we are seeing is our ability 
to adapt. We are seeing countless companies switch over their man-
ufacturing to produce PPE, ventilators, pharmaceuticals, and other 
medical supplies. We must thank all the engineers who have worked 
to switch production lines over. It is amazing how quickly these 
companies have been able to start producing new products. We will 
all get through this together; because, that is who we are as people. 
When we collectively put our minds and wills into something, we can 
overcome anything. 
 
Now, on to the business part of this month’s editorial. I trust you 
have heard that we have fully released our new FDT IIoT Server 

(FITS™) / FDT 3.0 standard to the marketplace including all of the 
developers’ tools necessary to build products and services that inte-
grate this exciting new technology. I am very excited to see the new 
products and capabilities that will be introduced to the marketplace 
built on the FITS standards. Created on the long legacy of the rock 
solid FDT standard, we now release the features and capabilities that 
are needed for IIoT, remote monitoring, mobility, and IT/OT integra-
tion. This is one of the most dynamic and exciting times in the 20 
plus year history of the FDT standard.  
 
Let us take a closer look at some of the features and benefits that 
the new standard brings: 
Skid to Cloud Deployment: The new FDT standard is completely plat-
form independent in its development and deployment. The server 
environment can scale from a small, low cost Linux box running a 
remote OEM skid asset management environment up to a multi-facil-
ity, enterprise-wide, cloud-based installation. Any class FDT Server is 
securely accessible through any authenticated web browser or OPC 
UA client from anywhere in the world. For the vendor and services 
community, this scalability is achieved with one development envi-

Lee Lane, FDT Group Chairman of the Board of Directors
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ronment that can deploy under a wide variety of operating systems 
and server classes. 
 
A Robust Security Architecture by Design: We started with a security 
analysis before the first line of the FITS specification was written and 
we have maintained a strong security posture throughout by utilizing 
a separate oversight committee staffed with security experts. Every 
point of access is protected with industry standard TLS authentica-
tion and encryption which can be further hardened through a cus-
tomer specified VPN. Authentication of servers and clients is carried 
out through 509v3 certificates. User authorization follows our time 
tested FDT role-based security model.  The security industry does 
not stand still, and neither will we as we continue to bolster our FDT 
security posture. 
 
Remote Access and Mobility: We started this update to the FDT 
standard with a broad industry survey to understand the emerging 
requirements for remote access and mobility - this has served as the 
centerpiece of our development activities. The new FDT standard 
fully enables authorized remote access from anywhere on the plant 
floor, within the enterprise or anywhere in the world - all with a 
standard web browser or OPC UA client on any authorized desktop, 
laptop, tablet, phone or IIoT device. The recent COVID-19 lockdowns 
have truly underscored the value of this type of flexible, secure re-
mote access. 

IT/OT Integration: Many process industries and manufacturing plants 
have begun to realize the benefits of cross pollinating the informa-
tion technology and operations technology departments. The new 
FDT standard further drives these benefits by allowing deployment 
topologies that support incumbent architectural requirements of 
the enterprise. We further enhanced the value of the FDT Server 
through a fully integrated OPC UA Server within the FDT Server. The 
FDT Server publishes a full data schema that can be directly browsed 
by any authorized OPC UA client anywhere in the enterprise. This 
architecture eliminates the need for the PLC or DCS to be the broker 
of all information between the plant floor and the enterprise busi-
ness systems. 
 
Compatibility: The FDT Standard has been deployed for decades as 
a single user, desktop environment resulting in the largest installed 
base of any asset management and device configuration tool or 
standard. To support and protect this installed base, the new FDT 
standard is deployable in this exact same configuration allowing 
legacy and new DTMs to be freely mixed in the same topology. While 
the older DTM architecture may preclude some of the leading-edge 
features of the new FDT standard, no existing functionality is lost. 
 
To produce a new standard of this scope has required an army of 
experts working around the clock towards a common vision. On 
behalf of the FDT Group Board of Directors, I would like to thank 
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everyone that has contributed to this 
amazing journey. In particular, I would 
like to thank the leaders of the vari-
ous parts of the technical organization 
that brought us to this point in record 
time: Suriya Kumar Selvaraj (Yokogawa) 
our Vice President of Technology, Dr. 
Thomas Hadlich (Rockwell Automa-
tion) for leading our Architecture and 
Specification Team, Mr. Peter Jack 
(CodeWrights) for leading our Secu-
rity Team, Mr. James Loh Chia Woon 
(Yokogawa) for leading our Test and 
Certification Team, Mr. Benedikt Spiel-
mann (Endress+Hauser) for leading our 
Style Guide Team and Mr. Manfred Brill 
for leading the Common Components 
Teams. 

 
 
 

 

Smart control here.

© 2017 Schneider Electric. All Rights Reserved. Life Is On Schneider Electric is a trademark and the  
property of Schneider Electric SE, its subsidiaries and affiliated companies • 998-19964195_GMA-US_B

Turn industrial automation into the profit engine of your business

The Industrial Internet of Things is transforming industry today. Schneider Electric’s  
value-focused technology and expertise can unlock the full potential of your operations 
and help you shift from managing your business to actually controlling it. In real time.

By enabling smart control and empowering your workforce, you can continually optimize 
the performance of all your industrial assets, measurably improving operational  
profitability, safely and sustainably.

Welcome to the future of automation.

Empowered workforce here.

schneider-electric.com/smartoperations
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There are thousands of WhatsApp groups for process improve-
ment, field instruments, and more topics than you can imagine, 

and I’m just talking about industrial automation here! But a common 
thread among all these groups revolves around problems with field 
communicators. 
 
Of course, the user often has a hand in that. For instance, during one 
chat, a user wanted to know why his handheld had no HART library. I 
asked him a few questions, one being whether someone tried to use 
the internal memory card to do another thing. He answered yes, so I 
had to tell him that this action corrupted his files. 
 
Device libraries have been a common problem for many field com-
municators, and the complicated update procedure has been a night-
mare for many users. Vendors sometimes struggle to understand 
what really happens in the field, and the chat groups on WhatsApp 
prove that the challenges still exist out there. 
 
Fortunately, solutions are showing up in the market. Field tablets like 
the Field Xpert SMT70 give users new hope. These tablets solve lots 
of old problems and offer new possibilities to field engineers and 

technicians. Now your device can offer an automatic DTM update, so 
you can forget about the headache of installing a new DTM yourself. 
 
If you don’t see the right DTM in the list, you can add it manually 
with a couple of clicks – no extra software needed! This simple 
feature saves time on figuring out how to upgrade the device library, 
calling the vendors, shipping the device back and forth, and so on.
 
A field tablet also supports more protocols and networks, making it 
light-years better than a traditional handheld. A single tablet can sup-

Fabrício Andrade, Digital Marketing Manager, 
Endress+Hauser Digital Solutions
  

How Field Tablets are Changing the Game in Instrumentation 
Meet Field Xpert your IIoT maintenance tool
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port HART, FOUNDATION Fieldbus, and 
many other, which cuts down on the 
number of handhelds you need across 
your plant. 
 
Finally, we come to the Industrial Inter-
net of Things (IIoT) because companies 
must beef up the communication in 
their plants between their devices as 
well as their employees. The COVID-19 
crisis has shown a painfully bright light 
on the need for digitalization in many 
segments. 
 
Apart from setting up field devices, 
field tablets also connect processes to 
cloud-based services, such as Netilion 
from Endress+Hauser. Now you can get 
more than automatic DTM updates – 
you can send the device’s report direct-
ly to the cloud, saving time and paper. 
I used to work in the field myself, so I 
know how important it is to save the 
device report. It’s great to be able to 

take pictures, attach them to the re-
port, and send the whole package us-
ing digital cloud-based solutions such 
as the Netilion Library. The field tablet 
can connect to the cloud while you’re 
in the field, so you can take pics and 
save your report all with one device. 
 
This feature generates faster report-
ing, develops a data history, and allows 
you to share all the information with 
your team so that everyone has the 
same level of knowledge. It improves 
the maintenance team’s performance 
considerably. 
 
The field tablet is a modern tool with 
tons of benefits, including IIoT solu-
tions for your plant. So, next time 
someone complains about a hand-
held’s library, you can say, “Have you 
heard about field tablets? They can 
help you out.”

Protecting your investment these days is probably even more important than a couple 
of months ago.  As the global economy reacts to uncontrollable worldwide influences, 
now is the time to consider shifting strategies to streamline device integration, 
ensuring connectivity and data integrity for critical process applications.   
Today, the process automation industry is saturated with a mixture of device 
integration standard solutions (EDD, FDT/DTM and FDI), making it hard for device 
vendors to maintain each solution, with firmware upgrades, standard revisions, etc., for 
a single device.   With customers asking you to support all options for each device type, 
how about streamlining development efforts by combining all these technologies in just 
one solution: iDTM?
CodeWrights is your Expert to Speed-up Device Development and Deliver Benefits with 
the iDTM 

Your benefits: 
‣ Reduce of technological risk , ensure interoperability:
   easily integrated in all important FDT FRAME-enabled host systems.
‣ Protect your investment: Reuse your existing EDDs / FDI Device Packages
‣ Sharpen focus: Take care for your EDD/FDI Device Package - 
    iDTM delivers FDT technology.
‣ Speed up development: Usage of standard tools and components.
‣ Use our expertise: Profit from long-term experience on the market. 
    FDT expertise from the beginning. 
‣ Be prepared for future: Stay up to date with regular updates and latest technology. 
‣ Offer backward compatibility: Deliver your field device into running plants 
    using latest technology.
‣ Implement your design: Look and feel according to your brand style.
‣ Enjoy an easy process: Only a few steps to receive a functionable DTM.

Here is how it works:
 1. Send EDD / FDI Device Package 
 2. CodeWrights creates DTM setup
 3. Receive your customized setup
 4. You are ready to deliver the DTM with your device to your customers.

Please contact us for details.                    www.codewrights.com

© mast3r_stock.adobe.com

1. 2. 3. 4.

Send EDD /
FDI Device PackageCustomer

Generate DTM Support certi�cation CodeWrights

Deliver DTM to 
your customer

<…>

Reduce your risk - choose the expert.
CodeWrights - experts in FDT from the beginning.
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PRM’s New Features Optimize Plant Maintenance
Streamline and accelerate plant start-up operations

Yokogawa Electric Corporation have released  Plant Resource 
Manager (PRM™) R4.03, the latest version of a software pack-

age in the Asset Management and Integrity family that facilitates the 
monitoring and control of plant operations by centralizing the man-
agement of large volumes of data from instrumentation and manu-
facturing equipment. PRM R4.03 features powerful device diagnostic 
functions that help to optimize plant maintenance and ensure safe 
operations. This translates into greater efficiency and accelerates 
the transition from reactive to predictive maintenance. PRM fully 
supports communication standards such as HART, FOUNDATION 
fieldbus™ (FF-H1), PROFIBUS, PROFINET, ISA100 and FDT/DTM (Field 
Device Tool/Device Type Manager4) interface standards.
 
Development Background 
Manufacturers are constantly looking for ways to improve mainte-
nance efficiency by using software tools like PRM that can centrally 
manage large amounts of maintenance information and other types 
of data from plant monitoring and control devices as well as manu-
facturing equipment, thus enabling the quick identification of device 
failures that could interfere with the safe operation of plants. To 
meet such needs, Yokogawa has continued to enhance PRM’s func-
tions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In recent years, plants have become increasingly reliant on digital 
communications to handle an ever-growing amount of data. As a 
result, operators enjoy improved access to field device maintenance 
information and information on process parameters. In response to 
customer needs for greater maintenance efficiency and reduced risk 
of device failure, Yokogawa has enhanced PRM’s device and equip-
ment diagnostic functions to make more effective use of data from-
digital devices that is needed to adjust their operating conditions. 
Also, to streamline and accelerate plant start-up operations, a func-

Suriya Kumar Selvaraj, Senior Manager, Singapore Development Centre,
Yokogawa 
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tion that helps to set device param-
eters has been added.
 
Enhancements 
Reduction of maintenance workload 
The starter edition of InsightSuiteAE, a 
Yokogawa software tool for the viewing 
of diagnostic data that can aid in the 
identification of device degradation, 
is now included with PRM. This allows 
PRM to identify devices that are rarely 
used and thus may have deteriorated 
less and have a low risk of failure. Such 
proactive condition-based monitoring 
reduces the daily workload for mainte-
nance personnel because only selec-
tive device checks need to be carried 
out.  
 
Reduced risk of equipment failures 
PRM now comes with an interface 
package for generic systems that 
enables this software to connect with 

device and equipment diagnostic sys-
tems. This helps to identify abnormal 
conditions in peripheral equipment 
and field devices. For example, by 
connecting to Yokogawa’s cavitation* 
detection system, PRM can identify 
cavitation inside pumps in real time. By 
using PRM’s alarm function, operators 
can receive immediate notification of 
abnormal conditions so that evasive 
actions such as limiting the flow rate 
can be taken to prevent pump failure. 
 
Faster plant start-ups 
A device parameter audit function 
has been added to PRM that enables 
parameter checking to be performed 
immediately at plant start-up. This con-
firms that the correct parameters have 
been set for all field devices of the 
same model. This function also makes 
it easier to troubleshoot problems by 
checking parameter changes and logs.

WE WILL GET YOU READY FOR
IIoT UND INDUSTRIE 4.0

Innovative
Software Solutions

from Sensors
to the Cloud

www.mm-software.com
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Join the FDT Group

FDT is the disruptive technology for modern industrial opera-
tions, it is a key enabler of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 

empowering the intelligent enterprise with innovative business 
models supporting the Internet of Things (IIoT) and Industrie 
4.0 applications. 
  
Join other leading companies in the FDT Group today. There 
are unique advantages for the entire industrial automation 
industry – end users, suppliers/developers, service providers, 
universities, and individuals. 
 
For membership information, please visit www.fdtgroup.org

FDT Group Members
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